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How do you juggle school, your sport, orchestra, and radio/TV?How do you juggle school, your sport, orchestra, and radio/TV?

“I’m all virtual right now, so that honestly made juggling and “I’m all virtual right now, so that honestly made juggling and 
all the things I do easier because usually when we’re in school, all the things I do easier because usually when we’re in school, 
in the time just sitting there after we finished our assignments, in the time just sitting there after we finished our assignments, 
I’d just be sitting there working on classwork for other classes, I’d just be sitting there working on classwork for other classes, 
but now I can work on my music stuff or I can work on radio/TV but now I can work on my music stuff or I can work on radio/TV 
projects, which I obviously can’t really be doing if I’m in class.”projects, which I obviously can’t really be doing if I’m in class.”

What is a challenge you have faced, since you juggle a variety What is a challenge you have faced, since you juggle a variety 
of things, and how did you overcome that?of things, and how did you overcome that?

“One of the main challenges I face would be finding time to do “One of the main challenges I face would be finding time to do 
my personal music stuff that I want to do outside of school, my personal music stuff that I want to do outside of school, 
because I usually play a lot of gigs, like I’m usually playing because I usually play a lot of gigs, like I’m usually playing 
every weekend. I’m working on an album right now, so between every weekend. I’m working on an album right now, so between 
tennis and radio/TV and orchestra, I don’t really have much tennis and radio/TV and orchestra, I don’t really have much 
time to work on that.”time to work on that.”

What’s something that you’re really proud of that you’ve What’s something that you’re really proud of that you’ve 
accomplished, while keeping extracurriculars and school work accomplished, while keeping extracurriculars and school work 
together?together?

“I would say that my biggest accomplishment would be my “I would say that my biggest accomplishment would be my 
Foggy Mountain Breakdown video that I made, because I Foggy Mountain Breakdown video that I made, because I 
arranged that song and produced the music video, and it has arranged that song and produced the music video, and it has 
almost 2 million views now across all the platforms that it’s on, almost 2 million views now across all the platforms that it’s on, 
so that’s really exciting.”so that’s really exciting.”

What is it like to be you?What is it like to be you?

“As I’m sure you can guess, it’s pretty busy with everything “As I’m sure you can guess, it’s pretty busy with everything 
that I have going on, but it’s fun. I really enjoy doing all the that I have going on, but it’s fun. I really enjoy doing all the 
things that I do and, of course, it feels really good when I things that I do and, of course, it feels really good when I 
can accomplish things like getting 2 million views and being can accomplish things like getting 2 million views and being 
requested to play places that aren’t just local.”requested to play places that aren’t just local.”
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To watch a multimedia video about Meunier, go to fchsbagpiper.wordpress.com.
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